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Mission
Our Mission is to develop "state of the art" websites that help businesses thrive in today’s competitive market place. We fully understand the need for businesses to promote and develop their brand to future customers.

Vision
Our vision is to provide complete business solutions with "leading edge technology" and become the best IT service provider in India.

Client
Whatever we do, the purpose is to serve clients. One happy client gives us an excitement that lasts.

People
As the backbone of the business, our people must be taken care of first. Excellent people exude a strong business’ breadth and base.
About us

Osiz Technologies is the one of the leading independent, end-to-end IT services company, serving nearly 1000 private and public sector customers from a diverse array of industries across overseas. Having around 150+ well talented and young IT professional, who are working with Indispensable knowledge in various IT streams.

In 2010, with world class IT organization structure developed by a group of well experienced and enthusiastic crew was established in “Temple City” Madurai. Our prime motto is to bring better business solutions to SMEs, MSMEs and large scale business of all sizes and shapes.

We offer client-centric services to customers to achieve competitive advantage. We are expertise in web development, mobile application development, internet marketing, cloud computing and many more. We have a bouquet of skilled and passionate developers who have thoroughly experience and grasp over technologies, always come-at-able to succor for your needs. Our portfolio depicts that you can expect your project completed on time in your budget.

Our innovative and creative way of IT services has always helped our client’s to achieve peek point of success. Our team is always in hunger to face new challenges and always overcome with an awesome solution. In short we are fully capable to introduce your ideas in the market.
Our Affiliation

- Top Blockchain Technology Company
- Top Blockchain Developers
- ISO 9001:2015
- ISO 27001:2005
- AIAQ-Bar Accredited
- LT ISO 26000
- CIQC 17021 Accredited
Quality Policy

OSiZ Technologies Pvt. Ltd. is committed to meeting our customer’s expectations by supplying products and services that are reliable and meet functional requirements and are delivered on time.

To ensure we meet this commitment, we use a quality management system that consists of effective and efficient business processes.

We are dedicated to the continuous improvement of this quality system through measurement, analysis, and action.

We communicate our quality objectives and performance against these objectives throughout the company and to interested parties.

It is the responsibility of all our staff to work together to ensure we meet this commitment to quality.

Our Strategic Process

Awesome ideas always bring changes in the society and we guess you also got one. So let’s live with your ideas in real world. We can give perfect shape to your idea with our experts, technologies and tools. We carve your unbaked ideas to a new shape and turn it into user-engaging products. Come to us with your idea and our productive team will convert it into a gem. We love to listen, guide, design, develop, support people who are needy.
Mr. Thanga Pandi, Founder and CEO

Thangapandi has over 11 years of experience in Engineering, Operations and business development in Technology and service industry. He firmly believes and practices that the key to develop a successful IT company is to be adaptive and agile in aligning with customer requirements along with managing and retaining top talent.

TP founded Osiz Technologies in Madurai in 2010 as a software service company focused on providing custom software development services.

Mrs. Kiruthiga Thangapandi, Co-founder and M.D

With a Engineering graduate from Anna University Kirthiga put in great efforts to reach where she is today. She started off with freelancing in her preliminary days and put down the lid of a comfortable freelancer; gaining a good amount of experience in her start off days it made her proficient enough in 2010 to form Osiz Technologies as a Private limited company and it brought her great amount of joy as all the hard work compensated.
Customers & TRUST

Trust brings customers closer to our business. With proven results of products and projects, we are happy to have earned thousands of clients’ trust, and the job is to work hard to do so every day.

Members & PRIDE

People are an invaluable investment we have made. And we take pride in our members and in everything we have done. The things that we, as a team, have poured our best efforts, and passion into it.
Human Resource Department

Reception

Finance and admin
Sales Team
Research & Development Team
UI / UX / MAYA
Artificial Intelligence
Manual Testing

Automated Testing
Events & festival celebration
Power Facility
Transformer
250 KVA Power – Separate Transformer for Uninterrupted Power Electricity

Genset
125 KVA Power – 24 hours automated Electricity Backup Generator.
**Intercom System**

Each cabin have been connected with Intercom

---

**Multiple Internet & LAN and Wifi**

- **LAN and Wifi**
  5 GHZ speed for each floors with separate Devices

- **Multiple Internet**
  More than 100 MBBS from Multiple Networks.
Security Surveillance

- CCTV Camera
  120 Cameras with complete security surveillance
  IP System
Water Purifier System

- 250 per liter water purifier system

- Each floor having Advanced Dispenser with hot, cool and normal water facility
Safety Measures

- **Fire Hydrant System**
  Fully operated 50000 Litre Capacity Automated Hydrant System

- **Fire Alarm System**
  Automated Fire and Smoke Alarm System
Cab Facilities
“It doesn’t make sense to hire smart people and then tell them what to do; we hire smart people so they can teach us what to do!"
Core Strategy

Products are put at the initial step. Good products reach customers, which gets our Brand known. Project requests follow, strengthening the experiences, and stirring our growth.

Now, we are growing up everyday

Experiences

Projects

Branding

Customers

Products
Core Strategy

More satisfied projects done bring more trust. With the credits earned, clients gives us more jobs. We are able to grow our experience, and portfolio in the process.
Osiz Services from 2018 to 2020
Web Design & Development

We turn any request of clients about web design & development into real works. Packed with 8 years’ experience in developing websites, we know how to create state-of-the-art websites that engage your visitors and convert.
Our Cutting Edge Technologies

As an Offshore Software development Company specializing in web and mobile apps development. Our expertise lies in reducing costs and improving productivity by bringing the strategic advantage of Software Outsourcing and Offshore Software Development to the doorstep of our customer in more ways than one. Thereby improving reliability, speed, agility and enabling our customers to achieve sustainable differential advantage over their competition.

Our engagement models are flexible, scalable, secure and custom defined based on specific individual needs of our customers. We follow the right strategy to ensure business transformation, lower operational costs and quick time to market ensuring 100% success for our customer’s business and in the process ensuring business continuity for us. We are engaged in the following technologies.
Mobile app Development

Don’t let your ideas of apps just slip through the cracks. We’ll take time to listen, tailor your needs, and help translate your ideas into apps. The ones that are not only quality-assured but get more customers to come.
Blockchain Development

Blockchain technology is transforming the prospect of digital information in terms of data preservation and collection. Usually referred to as a public ledger distributed in a nodal arrangement, blockchain excludes the requirement of transaction reconciliation. Decentralized cryptocurrencies based on blockchain technology have found their way into alternating the digital transactions creating an online economy. Decentralization is the future of technology making blockchain backed applications imminent.

Smart Contract  |  DApp  |  Crypto Exchange  |  Crypto Investment
Cloud & DevOps Support

DevOps is an amalgamation of services that cater to the inter-cultural and ethical requirements of different teams that take part in the software development lifecycle. This cross-functional methodology overcomes the roadblocks caused due to the isolation of development, QA, and IT operations teams.
Resource Roadmap

How far we grew, and how many human resources we are planning to progress to in the coming years.

Osiz Technologies’ workforce amplified to 300+ employees and continues to flourish beyond boundaries.

Osiz Technologies advanced to its second phase of global-operation with world-class infrastructure and 200 employees.

Osiz Technologies Pvt.Ltd established own premises with 120 Employees @ Thangakkankulam Madurai

Osiz Extended their services with Web & Mobile Technologies with 60 Employees

Osiz open an office in Vincent Complex Theppakulam, Madurai with 40 Employees

Expand Services with 25 Employees @ PTN Complex Tirumangalam

Osiz Technologies Founded with 7 Employees in small home


AND MORE...
Cloud & DevOps Support

DevOps is an amalgamation of services that cater to the inter-cultural and ethical requirements of different teams that take part in the software development lifecycle. This cross-functional methodology overcomes the roadblocks caused due to the isolation of development, QA, and IT operations teams.
Cloud & DevOps Support

DevOps is an amalgamation of services that cater to the inter-cultural and ethical requirements of different teams that take part in the software development lifecycle. This cross-functional methodology overcomes the roadblocks caused due to the isolation of development, QA, and IT operations teams.
Cloud & DevOps Support

DevOps is an amalgamation of services that cater to the inter-cultural and ethical requirements of different teams that take part in the software development lifecycle. This cross-functional methodology overcomes the roadblocks caused due to the isolation of development, QA, and IT operations teams.
Cloud & DevOps Support

DevOps is an amalgamation of services that cater to the inter-cultural and ethical requirements of different teams that take part in the software development lifecycle. This cross-functional methodology overcomes the roadblocks caused due to the isolation of development, QA, and IT operations teams.
Cloud & DevOps Support

DevOps is an amalgamation of services that cater to the inter-cultural and ethical requirements of different teams that take part in the software development lifecycle. This cross-functional methodology overcomes the roadblocks caused due to the isolation of development, QA, and IT operations teams.
What we did

Here's how we have helped clients with their business.

Let the numbers tell you about our experiences and what we are proud of.
Clients

- Coinbreze
- InvesteBit
- Cryptoa
- Jimlyfe
- KortingVoordeel.nl
- BITCOINS
- Litebolt
- Colis-Voiturate
- Rivalis
- NOTES & AVIS
Our Adventure and The Road Ahead

"If you intend to build a skyscraper, a firm base must be planted first."

Growth is not something that can happen overnight. If something comes easy, it will pass by soon.

This has been our motto from the beginning. It takes a really long time to reach where we are standing today. And we are still trying to improve every day.

Initial Stage

Getting people to know about us is the one thing that we focus on at the initial stage. That’s why web design and development services were adopted as the strategy for this stage Our Adventure and The Road Ahead Initial Stage With the business-driven design mindset, and the hands-on experience in web design and development services.

And people need more, so we have to roll our sleeves up to create more. The increasing number of our product users lets us know how far we have helped, and reached to our customers. Working with them gives us chances to develop our resources, and experiences. We are able to improve our products, and widen our portfolio in the process as well.

The Next Step - Clients & Technology Partners

However, clients’ needs are not just web development. There are demands for bigger things - building a new web Applications, customizing important functions revamping their business needs, translating their ideas into apps, etc.. So, our job is to build the resources for this. And this is our mission for the next and current phase - building a strong development team to cater for the global outsource needs, especially our clients & partners. As a client, you can be an end-user that has demand for site, app development. We will take the time to listen, and work with you directly to make the best of your budget, to turn your rough ideas into a converting website, and paying customers.

Empower Correlated Services

As talked, we build our resources throughout the time working on our products, and projects. we have also supported clients in terms of UX/UI design and branding. Design team plays as a separate but supporting team for all of our products, and services. Web & mobile development are our main services. Our skills have elevated to a higher new level compared to where we were years ago System and maintenance service came as the indispensable need of clients when setting up websites. Many of them do not have the time, and technical ability to manage the server, and security. All of these services are bone & blood. They are well connected to one another. They rise along with our experiences & the company’s growth. We’ll have the ability to create special products. It’s been embedded as our core strategy that we’ve been working hard for. And as a growing software company in a fast-changing digital world, our job is to make an effort to improve ourselves every day, to expand our skills to a deeper level.
PATRICK KRHENBHL
United Arab Emirates

OSIZ Technologies developed a web application for us over a period of 8 months. We are most pleased with the level of service and dedication of the developer assigned to this project. She always did her best to meet our expectations and never hesitated to implement changes we required. The company’s customer service attitude, also during the support period after the project was completed, is fabulous. Overall, we are happy to recommend OSIZ Technologies for web development projects.

NICKY G KHUN
South Africa

Great work! I have been working with OSIZ Technologies for three months, and I am very satisfied with the outcome of the work produced by them. I have dealt with crypto exchange and trading website, an excellent professional and with the best customer service. I emphasize the wide knowledge in the type of platform that they developed to me, as well as the flexibility during the development of the project. The good work developed gives me the confidence to work on new projects with OSIZ Technologies.

MUSAWENKOSI DUMA
Kenya

I’ve been working with OSIZ Technologies for over two years now developing cutting-edge 3D product tools. The team’s ability to translate client requirements into reality is secondary to none. The communication channels are flexible and the team is very patient, respectful and customer-centric in its overall approach. Their prices are very affordable compared to the few competitors out there. I certainly consider OSIZ as an extension of my team as I put to motion my company’s share growth plan.

NICK DASWANI
Hong Kong

I have been working with OSIZ Technologies for over a year right now and I have been extremely happy with the outcome of the work produced by them. I have engaged them in website development, SEO and for several other projects. The OSIZ team are committed to delivering high-quality work and have on a number of occasions exceeded my expectations. The team is easy to work with, respectful and hardworking. I would without a doubt recommend OSIZ Technologies to anyone interested in growing their online business presence.

NAVNEET BOGHANI
India

I have been working with OSIZ Technologies for over a year right now and I have been extremely happy with the outcome of the work produced by them. I have engaged them in website development, The OSIZ team are committed to delivering high-quality work and have on a number of occasions exceeded my expectations. The team is easy to work with, respectful and hardworking. I would without a doubt recommend OSIZ Technologies to anyone interested in growing their online business presence.
Client Testimonials

CARLOS LOBOS PINOCHET
Chile
I have been working with Osiz Technologies for over five months right now and I have been very satisfied with the outcome of the work produced by them. I have dealt with Venilla, an excellent professional and with very good customer service. I emphasize the wide knowledge in the type of platform that they developed to me, as well as the flexibility during the development of the project. The good work developed gives me the confidence to work on new projects with osiz technologies.

OLAFIMIHAN FOLARIN
South Africa
My Experience is awesome one to be Honest This Company handle P2P exchange Platform with excellent out perform Result. Very Professional in talking to their clients. No one capable to win my heart like this.

Rajkapoor Singh
Co-Founder at fortune.exchange
It’s a nice place to bumble up the job work of blockchain technology.

Martin Naka
President at AmaflataInternet Corporation
I just experienced the best customer service from Osiz Technologies Pvt Ltd. It was my pleasure to work with Ms.Sathiya Priya (Business Analyst) for the project. She was so kind and helpful in every stage of the work. Not only her, I should thank the Project Management team too! Everything was simple and well organized. Would I recommend Osiz team? Definitely, yes! They matched the exact requirement of what we asked for. If I can help in any way in the future, please count on me!

Hari Mulyadi
Indonesia
I am very happy to be able to use services and make applications with bitdeal, very good for making systems and others, this company is highly recommended.

Paulo Aury
Co-Founder at fortune.exchange
I really enjoyed the service provided by the company. The Osiz did everything as the expected.

Luke Ozimski
Indonesia
Great recommendations for his business. I am the owner and CEO of 3 different companies based in Europe and Asia. I worked 6 months at the moment with Osiz, everything is done to the last detail. I use them for programming services on two different projects and I am very impressed with the effectiveness of their work.

Franklin Peters
Chief Executive Officer at Bitht
What do you like most about the company?
I enjoyed every single moment I worked with Osiz technology.
Reviews and Testimonials

More than 153 Reviews in Google - 4.1 Out of 5

Osiz Technologies Pvt Ltd
22, Aandalukshi Nagar Opp. Seshalukshi Mills gate stop, Thirunagar, Thanthalkarum, Tamil Nadu

4.1 ★★★★★ 153 reviews
Sort by: Most recent →

TECH18
10 reviews

This company is good for start a career in this field. I'm already attend the interview in this company. They treat well who comes for the interview. Their employees very kindly. The company have a Good atmosphere.

Like

Karan K
3 reviews

Hi... This is Karan. Today I attended interview in Osiz technology, such an good interview process. It's been good experience for me as a fresher. Eagerly waiting to work in Osiz technology...... Thanking you ....

Like

More than 178 Reviews in Freelancer - 4.6 Out of 5

Osiz Technologies Pvt Ltd

Excellant Reviewed 3 months ago by Nikhil Saha
Rajive Technologies Pvt Ltd.
More than 178 readers

Rating breakdown:

4.7 ★★★★★
Overall
4.7 ★★★★★
Quality
4.7 ★★★★★
Responsiveness
4.7 ★★★★★
Knowledge
4.7 ★★★★★
Would recommend

What do you like most about the company?
Very understanding and kind.

Rating breakdown:

5 ★★★★★
100%
Would recommend
4.8 ★★★★★
Overall
4.8 ★★★★★
Knowledge
4.8 ★★★★★
Responsiveness
4.8 ★★★★★
Quality

What do you recommend the company to improve?
Nothing.

What do you like most about the company?
Very understanding and kind.
Stay together to shape future.

To find more about Osiz, contact us today.
E: info@osiztechnologies.com
T: +91 452-2482754
W: www.osiztechnologies.com